Saw Trax Carts and Dollies
...we didn’t reinvent the wheel - just the dolly.

Scoop Dolly Deluxe

Scoop Dolly
The Scoop Dolly provides support
for moving large and heavy items.
The operator carries none of the
weight while the Scoop Dolly
allows movement in any direction.
Eliminates the need for a forklift.

The Scoop Dolly Deluxe is the
safest way to move large and
heavy items such as door units,
window units, staircases, and
furniture boxes. The Scoop
Dolly Deluxe lifts the weight of
these heavy items rather than
the operator. It allows for
movement in any direction.

Options:
- brakes
- dock transition wheels
- leverage handles

Specifications:
- 125 lbs, 72” height
- 33.75” x 30”, 700 lb. weight cap.
- 4” red iron/urethane
non-marring casters

Raised Double Dolly

25 x 60

The Raised Double Dolly uses two dolly bodies
in a raised configuration for either a 25" x 60"
configuration or a 30" x 50" configuration.
Six locking casters are used (fixed casters can be
substituted). Has standard 56" long steel posts.

Low Double Dolly

The Low Dolly can be used with our
standard body configuration or with
our forklift capable configuration.
The standard dolly can be set up in
a 25" by 60" or 30” by 50"
arrangement using 8 wheels.

30 x 50

Specifications:
Options:
- 1500 lb capacity dependent on
- 62.5” posts, ability to lock posts to cart
- handles for fixed posts, chaining variable posts to configuration
- 4” red iron/urethane
fixed posts, corner protectors
locking caster
- forklift attachments in the 25” or 30” side

Warehouse Dolly

Specifications:
Options:
- 1500 to 2000 lb capacity
- 62.5" posts, locking posts
dependent on configuration
- handles for fixed posts
- chaining variable posts to fixed posts - 4” red iron/urethane
non-marring casters
- dock transition wheels
- corner protectors
- brakes

The forklift version is 25"
by 60" configuration
only, and uses 4 or 6
casters (center wheels
being fixed). It comes
with standard 56" long
steel posts.
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